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The B akerian L ecture was delivered by Prof. \V. G. Adam
M.A., F.R.S., " On the Forms of Equipotential Curves a* Surfaces and Lines of Electric Force/'
The following is ; Abstract:-This paper contains an account of certain experimental verificatio: of the laws of electrical distribution in space and in a plane conducts sheet.
The potential at any point of an unlimited plane sheet due to a char of electricity at any other point of the plane at distance r from it is pr portional to the logarithm of the distance, and the potential due to tv or more charges at different points of the plane is the sum of the pote tials due to the several charges; so that when there are two points in plane conducting sheet connected with the poles of a battery, as the are equal currents flowing at those two points, one into and the oth out of the sheet, the potential at any point of the sheet is proportion to the difference of the logarithms of its distances from the two pom or electrodes where the current enters and leaves the sheet.
The potential is constant for a series of points if the difference of tl logarithms of the distances of each of those points from the electrod remains constant, i. e.if the ratio of the distances of from the electrodes remains constant.
The curve joining this series of points is an equipotential curve. If r and rl are the distances of any point in the curve from the tv electrodes, and c a constant, then r=scrlt Hence the equipotential curves are circles with their centres on the In joining the two electrodes; and the lines of force which cut the equip tential curves at right angles are also arcs of circles passing through tl two electrodes.
The lines of force may be regarded as distinct from one another, b as filling up all the space on the conductor between the two electrode and the distribution would not be altered if we conceive of them divided from one another like separate wires conducting currents side 1 side. By taking out any space bounded by lines of force, we shall increa the quantity flowing along the other lines of force, but shall not alter tl distribution of the current among them. Hence we may cut out a dii from an unlimited sheet without altering the form of the lines of fore if the boundary of the disk be arcs of circles passing through the tv electrodes; so that for a circular disk with the electrodes on the edge it, the equipotential curves are circles having their centres on the straigline joining the electrodes. he forms of the equipotential curves may be traced out experimentr by attaching two battery-electrodes to a disk of tinfoil, and having * similar electrodes attached to a delicate galvanometer; one of these (erodes being fixed at a point through which the equipotential curve is oe drawn, the other may be moved from point to point to trace out the . t i:essive points, so that no current may pass through the galvanometer. A jmparison of the experimental results with the theory shows a com pile agreement.
a a large square sheet 310 millims. in diameter, with the electrodes U millims. apart, the curves in the centre and near the electrodes, w ch are drawn by pricking fine holes through the tinfoil on a sheet of nrer below, are vex*y accurately circular, and mostly coincide with > lies, until the points are so far from the centre that the form of the m [potential curves is affected by the edge of the disk. In a circular disk >va the electrodes on the edge subtending 60° at the centre, the experinntal curves are shown to be accurately arcs of circles, with their centres iibhe line joining the electrodes. n an unlimited sheet, when there are several electrodes by which nirents enter and leave the sheet, the potential at any point is w e r, r', r " . . . are the distances to the electrodes of one kind, and are the distances to the electrodes of the other kind. Taking c! case of one positive electrode at the centre and four negative eleciles round it at the corners of a square, the curves are traced and are ®n to be the same as the curves at the corner of a square sheet with a ositive electrode at the corner and two negative electrodes on the e ;es; the curves are also the same for a square sheet with a positive o;trode at the corner, and one negative electrode along the diagonal.
The equation for these equipotential curves is r4= cr1r2r3r4, d is derived, in the case of the limited sheets, by considering that, to •ry electrode on the limited sheet, there corresponds an equal and like tetrode at each of the electrical images of that electrode formed by the ;es of the sheet. If we trace the curves for this arrangement of electdes in the unlimited sheet, the edges of the limited sheet wall be some < s the lines of force ; and so we may divide the sheet along these edges, vhout altering the form of the equipotential curves. Where an elec-*'de and its images coincide in position, the index of is equal to one !,re than the number of images. When there are four electrodes, two of each kind on an unlimited 6det, an equipotential curve is given by the equation rr' ssicr, VOL. XXIII.
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If the four points lie on a circle, and the complete quadrilateral be drawi through them, the circles which have their centres at the intersections 0 opposite sides of the quadrilateral, and which cut the first circle at righ angles, will also cut one another at right angles. One of these circle is shown to be an equipotential curve for the four electrodes, and th other is a line of force. Hence, if we cut the unlimited sheet along the edge of this latte circle, we shall not alter the forms of the equipotential curves; and withi it we shall have one electrode of each kind, the others being their electri images, the product of the distances of an electrode and its image fror the centre being equal to the square of the radius of the disk. If a electrode is at the edge of the disk, then the electrode and its image coin cide, and the equation to the equipotential curve is ra= ct.
When one pole is at the edge and the other is at the centre of circular disk, since the electric image of the centre is at an infinit distance, the equation to the equipotential curves is r2=crx. This is an interesting case, as showing that the equipotential curves d not always cut the edge of the disk at right angles. The curves aroun the centre of the disk are nearly ellipses of small eccentricity, with on focus in the centre; but on placing one tracing electrode at a distanc from the centre = ( 3 -2 * /2 ) a , between the electrodes, where a is the radius, there is great uncertain! in determining the form of the curve on the opposite side of the centr of the disk. This is explained by the fact that the electrodes were 1 millim. i diameter, and a difference of distance of 1 millim. between the electrode near this point corresponds to a large portion of the disk on the othe side of the centre-this portion including an area of about 500 squai millims. in a circle 36 millims. in radius, i. e. about one eighth of ti whole area of the circle. On placing one of the galvanometer-electrode at the extremity of the diameter through the battery-electrodes an tracing with the other, it is found that the equipotential curve throng that point cuts the edge of the disk at an angle of 45®, and that thei are two branches 'cutting one another at right angles.
These peculiarities are explained on tracing the curve r2= 4 « r 1 corresponding to this case. The extremity of the diameter is a pou through which two branches of the curve pass at right angles to or another. The forms of the equipotential surfaces and lines of force in space ma be determined experimentally by taking a large vessel containing a cot 175.]
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reting liquid and placing two points, the ends of two covered wires* for bterv-electrodes, at a given depth in the liquid and away from the sides ill ends of the vessel, taking similar covered wires, immersed to the sne depth, for galvanometer-electrodes. For two electrodes, the equipotential surfaces will be surfaces of revojion around the straight line joining them, and so will cut any plane, awn through this straight line or axis, everywhere at right angles. Hence we may suppose sections of the liquid made along such planes ithout altering the forms of the equipotential surfaces. This shows l it we may place our battery-electrodes at the side of a rectangular box a taming the liquid, and with the points only just immersed'below the (•rface of the liquid; and the equipotential surfaces will be the same as if is liquid were of unlimited extent in every direction about the elecndes.
We shall obtain the section of the equipotential surface by taking for ilvanometer-electrodes two points in the surface of the liquid, keeping « b fixed and tracing out points of equal potential with the other. The potential at any point in space, due to two equal and opposite cctrodes, is lere ra nd rx are the distances of the point from the electrodes j so that r an equipotential surface --i. = constant. r r, lese surfaces are cut at right angles by the curves cos 8 -cos <f>=c, nich are also the magnetic lines of force, 0 and < / > being the angles hich the distances from the electrodes make with the axis. That the les of force in a vessel of finite size should agree with the lines of force space, the form of the boundary of the vessel in a plane through the as should everywhere be a line of force ; but the ends of a rectangular issel coincide very closely with certain lines of force, either when the ectrodes are at the ends, or when there are two electrodes within the sssel, and two supposed electrodes at their electrical images at an equal stance outside the ends of the vessel. 
